CITY INSPIRED
Digital Innovation for Smart Living

“A smart city is the term for a city that
improves the quality of life and local economy,
by moving towards a low carbon future
and, to this end, fosters specific actions
within its various sectors – transportation,
energy, communications, public services,
infrastructures and security.”
PLANET INSPIRED, FINMECCANICA’S VISION
The Finmeccanica Group has always had a clear focus on
sustainability, to the point that - in 2010 - it was included
in the prestigious “Dow Jones Sustainability Index”. The
Group developed a sustainability-oriented perspective, called
“Planet Inspired”, based on its technology and product
portfolio and following a path from “security” to “safety”.
It starts from the known capabilities of the Group’s
companies, each representing a significant asset for
an integrated approach to sustainability. The Group’s
perspective is based on an integrated security concept,
covering a variety of domains, such as Earth observation,
climatic and environmental changes, natural resources
management, energy, mobility and health.

CITY INSPIRED, SELEX ES’S EXECUTION
Many technologies and expertise, which form part of the
Finmeccanica Group’s set of solutions for sustainability,
reside in Selex ES.
Selex ES has, in fact, significant experiences in sectors as
diverse as energy (from buildings efficiency to energy trading
platforms), security (from physical surveillance to cyber
protection), urban mobility (from public transportation to
traffic control), transportation (from air traffic management
to vessels to railways), logistics (from mail and courier
automation to logistic platforms) and e-Government (from
back-office optimization to citizens’ inclusion).
The integration of these capabilities supports the creation
of comprehensive solutions for modern life sustainability
through protection of “critical infrastructure” – energy,
TLC, water and gas transportation networks, integration
of independent sensors and systems to generate valueadded solutions, participation of citizens to social life and
communal protection and development.

City Operating System

AN URBAN INFRASTRUCTURES PLATFORM FOR MODULAR
SOLUTIONS
Selex ES can be a significant institutional partner for the
Central and Local Government, as an expert in realization
and delivery of countrywide as well as metropolitan systems.
We work towards the full interoperability of sensors and
systems at city level, in order to make available a set of
structured and participative solutions for citizens and local
administrators, enhanced by a comprehensive control of
network infrastructures, communications and information
security.
Selex ES modular framework for a smart city is composed
by many vertical subsystems and by horizontal integration
platform called City Operating System able to provide
interoperability of heterogeneous and legacy sensors and
systems. Vertical subsystems address:
•• Urban security, for increasing public security through
territory control and citizen involvement
•• Secure communications, to guarantee the better
intervention capabilities to first responders for safety
operations
•• Intelligent Transport System, for providing information
about road networks, promoting the use of public
transportation and regulating access to urban areas
•• Smart building, for governing power consumption in
the city buildings and blocks, generating efficiency and
savings while maintaining comfort and safety
•• Cyber security, to guarantee information robustness and

integrity and systems’ resilience and continuity within
supervisory centers for governing the city processes
•• E-Government, to support citizens and local
administrations in setting up and leveraging smart
communities to provide services, promote inclusion and
involve citizens in the city development
The architecture of Selex ES’ framework allows a step-by-step
integration of new solutions for specific areas and provides
support to the overall evolution of digital cities, within
a coherent and standardized structure in terms of data
integration, communications and security.
PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGIES AND SOLUTIONS WITHIN CITY
INSPIRED
City Operating System
The City Operating System is Selex ES’s solution for
managing a smart city, and can also be tailored for major
events and territory control.
It is a solution for integration and management of systems
and of derived information, providing a set of connectors
and modules designed to add intelligence and resilience to
the complex infrastructures of a city. It allows city managers,
administrators and agencies to collect information, to
integrate it in a single operational picture and effectively
respond to the challenges associated with sustainable city
operations and territory development.

The City Operating System gives users all the tools they
need to manage the day-to-day operations of the city and
the ability to intervene effectively during an emergency.
The system integrates and correlates data generated by
the sensors and other information-gathering systems in the
area, including human communications, giving operators a
complete strategic overview of the city’s status and allowing
smart communication with citizens.
Urban security
Integrating safety and law enforcement functionalities, Selex
ES develops complex solutions that collect and link data from
all the available systems to create comprehensive situational
awareness according to the various situations such as open
areas (parks, squares), transit routes (roads, limited traffic
zones, dedicated lanes) and closed locations (stations,
stadiums).
In order to achieve this result Selex ES platform integrates
video surveillance (video management system), access
control (pedestrian and vehicular) and perimeter control,
as well as innovative functionalities allowing citizens to
be an active part of the security process through their
smartphones.
The platform provides innovative user interfaces for law
enforcement agencies and city administrators as well as
feeding information back to citizens where applicable and
features a link to Selex ES advanced communications
systems, allowing the interoperability of heterogeneous
networks to maximize the collaboration for first responders
and territory operators.

Secure communications
Selex ES designs and creates mobile and fixed
telecommunications infrastructures to support the
mission critical (e.g.: public safety, emergency responders)
and operational critical (e.g.: utilities, transportation
fleets) networks required by modern smart cities. These
infrastructures are based on innovative professional
communication technologies, interoperable and able to
sustain large amount of traffic on different devices, and also
using ad hoc data and voice encryption in order to guarantee
communications security.
The more advanced example of such an approach is the CSP
PERSEUS platform, providing private radio mobile access
and multi-media services for heterogeneous networks,
regardless of transmission technology and protocols. The
platform is open to next generation mobile networks (LTE,
4G) and allows the integrating of both professional (PMR)
and consumer (Telco provider) networks.
Info-mobility
The integration of data received from remote sensors and
from the fleets of public vehicles allows the central and realtime coordinated management of transportation networks,
through the application of algorithms able to predict and
optimize traffic conditions for the benefit of public and private
vehicles.
Selex ES integrates proprietary and third-parties technologies
to provide full support to public transportation from fleet
location and management to passengers’ security in station
and on board, to ticketing and infotainment.

Energy
Security, efficiency, resource conservation, climate protection
and cost savings, continuity and quality of service are the key
objectives driving the smart energy solutions offered by
Selex ES.
Our smart energy offering focuses on two core actors of the
energy efficiency process:
•• The first group are producers and distributors, for which
Selex ES provides solutions to improve decisions on
production, purchase and dispatching within the electrical
grid, implemented in the Italian Energy Exchange platform
and the Energy Trading suite.
•• The second group are final users, for which Selex ES
provides solutions to improve energy management in
buildings and city blocks through innovative machine
learning software, allowing situational awareness,
forecasting and real-time commissioning of energyefficient infrastructures.

Cyber security
Selex ES offers managed security services through its SOC
(Security Operations Centre), a physical and logical place
where all information coming from the various infrastructures
converges in order to allow a global monitoring of cyber
security. Critical areas, scenarios of potential threats and
anomalies are identified in real time and presented to the
users’ attention with suggestions for corrective strategies
and actions.
These analysis establish “behavioral patterns” characterizing
specific critical infrastructures or whole Cities in terms of
operational logics, analysis algorithms and heterogeneous
events correlations using process management and
monitoring tools. This approach constitutes and additional
input to the overall security of a smart city, whose capability
to provide the functionalities required by citizens is strictly
connected to the availability of information and services and
the resilience of infrastructures and platforms.

Smart communities for e-Government
Selex ES supports e-Government policies by supplying online
services, primarily developed on open-source platforms,
to allow citizens to interact with institutions (one to many,
two-way, many to many) by using mobile and cross-media
devices.
Institutional, vertical and collaborative portals support virtual
communities of administrators and citizens in the areas of
co-operation, problem solving, knowledge sharing and social
inclusion. They use semantic analysis to collect opinions,
design adaptive interfaces and to apply and understand
social dynamics (collective intelligence).

Selex ES for smart policies
Selex ES historically operates across many sectors and has
excellent track records in terms of technology solutions for
sustainability and security, but is also active in the support to
policy makers, providing services in the areas of intervention
priorities, social impact, performance indicators and related
measurement to municipalities wishing to explore “smart”
solutions for their citizens.
To this end Selex ES co-operates with many Italian Local
Public Administrations, several of which very active in
the smart city domain, such as Milano, Torino, Lecce and
Genova, where Selex ES is among the founders of the
“Genova Smart City”association, “a first of its kind” group
of institutions, companies, local bodies and constituencies
which support the Municipality by providing and processing
innovative proposals.
The cooperation with these municipalities, with “Stati
Generali dell’Innovazione”, with the Smart City Observatory
of ANCI (the National Association of Italian Municipalities)
and with the Italian Digital Agency allows Selex ES to be at
the core of the dialogue on policies, urban agendas and pilot
projects in the most active cities in Italy.
In this context Selex ES provides an “open program”,
dubbed Smart Practice, to start adoption and testing of
smart policies and /or applications in municipal Living
Labs, develop governance frameworks and initiatives and
measure projects effectiveness, within a sustainable policies
program. This is based on a consultancy services offering,
predating and supplementing the technological interventions,
to support the Local Administrations in evaluating
organizational, economic, environmental, social and political
interventions, including impacts for citizens and enterprises,
assessed according to innovative models of socioeconomic
development.
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